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Abstract—Nowadays, a tremendous amount of information is
produced, and it needs a data recovery management system
so that the data can be recovered in case of a disaster.
Different cloud service providers offer security to the users
and clients despite the risk that their systems may go down
due to disaster. So, there is a need to recover data services in
the developing stage, which requires evolution and organized
powerful data rescue methods if data is lost in a disaster.
Recovery methods aim to support user’s sensitive data that
should be protected in a disaster. There are many reasons for
it. Various procedures have been submitted in an environment
like security breach (ransomware attack), water flood, sudden
fire, earthquake, device mistake, or non-expected reason for
deletion of information which might not be available
permanently. Recovery aims to eliminate massive data
recovery from one cloud platform to another cloud platform,
which can be considered a part of cloud computing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing can be defined as storing and accessing data
through the internet rather than self-computer system hardware
peripherals and like webform process of organization combined
with the distribution of resources. Cloud contains different
servers where customers store their private data information
with the help of the web, and they can receive their private data
from anywhere. We define it as a real method of
communication. Distributed computing systems are certainly
known for the large registering scale today due to their volume
to share with suitable assets. Moreover, many small businesses,
the industry today, are based on the internet. Balance in
business gives a robust demand of maximum large- scale
business, and unpredictable interrupt may directly affect to
industry, which causes massive financial loss, commercial
reputation, and retail reputation. Many organizations might
have solutions to detect disaster situations. The cause of
disasters may be natural or artificial. It causes tremendous data
loss. The User or organization has to protect their data from
this type of attack.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
R.V. Gandhi proposed a technique for taking back up of data
and recovering. It was developed for Cloud computing such as
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Linux Box, Cold, and Hot backup methods, in which a large
amount of data is converted into electronic format for metadata
and needs data recovery services [1]. Ms. Kriti Sharma
proposes the techniques used in cloud computing for powerful
data backup and recovery, All these techniques capable of providing better performances under non-controlled conditions. In
this, some techniques which can be cost increases gradually as
data increases [2]. A parity cloud services study was done,
which is reliable and straightforward and has less recovery
cost. [3]. Shared Backup Router Resources (SBRR) is related
to cost reduction, and it works even if there is router failure,
discrepancy problem degrades the performance [4].
A comparison between the Amazon web services and
Microsoft AZURE cloud providers through their services was
made and which service gives the more cost-competitive
solution based on applications that are needed to run processes
[5]. A comparative study of Amazon Web Services (AWS) and
Microsoft Azure, both cloud service providers, was done.
which provides backup protection [5]. Kailas Podhale studied
different data recovery and data techniques, and with their
comparison, they explained the recovery time objective and
recovery point objectives [6].

3. PROPOSED WORK
SOURCE ENV: In this project, we are taking AWS cloud
service provider. We will create a virtual machine with data
volumes attached to it. These volumes have to read by our
staging env once a disaster gets trigger or happens.
STAGING ENV: In staging env, we are going to read AWS
data volume by mounting it. To read the data volumes programmatically, we must convert them to AWS compatible data
format. Once data is read from AWS data volumes, it must be
converted to the azure supported data format to push the data
in the Azure data disk. Staging env will play a crucial role in
format conversion of data & migrating it from source to
destination cloud vendor. Our futuristic approach is that
staging env should be flexible enough to convert all different
cloud provider’s data formats, not limited to AWS and Azure.
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TARGET DR ENV: This env is our target to restore our
source DR data into our target env that is AZURE.

1) Creating volume on AWS.: Firstly, we have created a virtual
machine in AWS. This VM contains the volume, which is to
be stored in Amazon EBS storage. In this research, we are
using our scripted instance on the virtual machine. We have
written a script for creating an instance, and this instance
has its own data volume stored in Amazon EBS. The script
is run by using an API call ’Create Instance’ in the
command prompt. This creates a virtual machine in our
AWS.

Fig. 4: Create VM

Fig. 1: Detail Diagram For Project Implementation
A. Work Flow of Restoring data from one cloud to another
cloud in case of Disaster.

Fig. 2: Primary Site

2) Create VM on AWS: Once we have executed our in- stance,
the script creates an instance in AWS. We can check
whether this scripted instance is running or not by AWS

console. Once the instance is created successfully,
then the instance data volume is also being created on
AWS. This data volume which is created on AWS can
be successfully restored to our azure.

Fig. 5: Backing AWS VM EBS not mounted

Primary Site:
• VMs with DR appliances are running in the AWS cloud.
• User will register the VM with the appliance for data
protection and schedule/trigger the snapshot.
• DR appliance will take a snapshot of VM in AWS.
• Once the snapshot is ready, the DR appliance will copy the
snapshot to the DR site, i.e., the Azure object-store.
• Sync the backup details with DR site appliance.
DR Site:
• Trigger DR process for backup VM through DR appliance
• Select the snapshot data for restore.
• Build the volume from a given VM snapshot.
• Create VM using created volume.
• Start the VM.

Fig. 6: Backing AWS VM EBS mounted with data

4. RESULTS

Fig. 7: Backing AWS VM EBS

Fig. 3: Creating VM on AWS
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For our research, we restore the AWS data to azure. So we
have taken a backup of AWS volume data. For taking the
backup, we select the desired AWS data volume from AWS
EBS by using its instance index. After taking the backup, we
can restore it in azure. It is shown in fig.5,6 and 7
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A connection between AWS with azure is to be established, so
we have to use ssh to connect both services to establish this
connection between these different services. Using the AWS
IP, we can now connect to the azure account by SSH.

Fig. 8: Restoring to azure

Fig. 12: Connect restored vm from azure

5. CONCLUSION
Fig. 9: Restoring to azure progress
Now, as we have successfully backed up AWS data volume in
AWS, we are restoring this backed up data volume to azure by
connecting our azure to AWS using the rsync algorithm. Figure
9 shows the restoration process.

We successfully restored the AWS data volume in Azure. While
migrating the backup from AWS to Azure, it must sync with the
Resync algorithms continuously. If there will be any update in
the AWS data, Resync will automatically update it in the Azure
account. If anything, malicious or disastrous happens in AWS
services, then the azure data is safe. If, unfortunately, there was
a loss of data volume, it would be available on the Azure
account. In this way, it can get critical or lost data from Azure.
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Fig. 10: Restore done on azure
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Fig. 11: Connect restore done from azure
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